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Citizens’ Climate Lobby is a nonpartisan, nonprofit organization that 
can empower you to become an advocate for a livable world.   
Our thousands of volunteers across the country promote: 

Carbon Fee and Dividend 

A climate solution that’s simple, fair, and market-friendly 

 Place a fee on fossil fuels at the source (mine, well or port) 

 Return 100% of the revenue to U.S. households 
 Apply a border adjustment to discourage businesses from 

relocating to where they can emit more CO2 and to encourage 
other nations to adopt an equivalent price on carbon 

Stabilize the Climate and Boost the Economy 

 Cut greenhouse gas emissions by 50% in 20 years 

 Create 2.8 million jobs, boost our GDP and save 200,000 lives 

 

Join us!  citizensclimatelobby.org/chapters/MI_Mt_Pleasant/ 

Contact us: mtp.mi.ccl@gmail.com 

Facebook.com/Mt.PleasantCitizensClimateLobby 
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Do you want to stop 
global warming? 
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